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Which word is the opposite of 'Temper'?

Enhance decrease Cost Incur

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is synonym of 'Excursionist'?

        

board        leisure stadia Tourist

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is synonym of ' position'? 

flick Situation  task environment

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is antonym of 'Injured'?

 

accuracy context Safe      lack    

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is synonym of 'Alter'?

        

Change overdo

stability                    premium

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which word can replace with As a result in this sentence? 

He did not work. As a result, he failed his exams.

frequent accordingly Consequently upshot  

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is translation of ' contrast'?

At least in comparison however although

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has always wanted to have the chance to ........................a train. 

            

 ride        fly  drive  work

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We............... Iranian.

are  be are do are do be   

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Milk ................... in the refrigerator.

to be keep  was kept is kept was keep  

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the correct sentences in passive voice.

 Barbara ...............James very well.

Was Knew Know  is Knew    knew

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"Somebody hit me".

they were hit me I were hit me

I am hit they  I was hit somebody

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

My friend has bought a house.

                    

His friend have been bought a house A house have been bought  by your friend

A house have been bought by his friend your friend have been bought  A house

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"Ali has written the mail".  

                                                                         

Ali has been written the mail  Ali has been  write the mail

 the mail has written by Ali the mail has been written by Ali

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Alex did not ..................... last weekend.

working work worked to work 

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What ................. you eat for lunch yesterday?

                 

are were did do

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the correct past perfect form of ' we can rent a car'?                                        

we had rented a car We could rent a car

We had been able to rent a car  We 'd rent a car

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Finish the sentence with the correct of the nouns.

"There are three windows in the ................"

       

their rooms rooms my rooms      room

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

For this job you need a degree .................., you need some experience .                        

In addition equally what likewise

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Plural of  ' deer' is ..............

ders  deers deer der

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Choosing the best topic:    

Mexico City is growing very fast. In 1970 the city had about nine million people. Now  it has over

17 million. All these people are causing problems for the city.

There are not enough jobs. Also, there is not enough housing. Large families have to live together

in very small homes. Many homes do not have water. They also do not have bathrooms or

electricity. The Mexican government is worried about all these problems. It is working hard to

Mexican government                     large cities

 Mexico City is growing very fast  problems of Mexico city

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In many of the national sport governing bodies in the United States and Canada, the governing

boards comprise...........................

executive directors and community relations

board members of provincial sport organizations

volunteers helping make policy for the organizations

voluntary associations and volunteers

22-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Reading these passage and then answer the questions.

1. Na6onal economies generally consist of the products of businesses and government

agencies. It is not clear how many people volunteered for sport and recreation. The rate of

volunteering for sport and recrea6on was 21% of all Volunteers in Australia and 26% according to the

1998 Na6onal Survey of Volunteering in the United Kingdom. Tedrick and Henderson (1989) es6mated

that 21% of all those Americans who volunteered did so in sport and recrea6on.

2. The need for and significance of voluntary ac6on is nowhere more no6ceable than in sport

and recreation. In fact, a vast network of voluntary associations or volunteers largely organizes and

delivers sport services at amateur level. In many of the national sport governing bodies in both the

United States and Canada, the governing boards comprise volunteers who help make policy for their

respective organizations.

The rate of volunteering for sport and recrea6on was 21% of all .................. in Australia.

sport organizers Volunteers sport industries Australians

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In paragraph 1, the author implies that ........................................

Australians like sport and recreation

Americans contribute to their economy

the United Kingdom surveys volunteering

many Americans volunteer in sport and recreation

24-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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The definition below refers to ...............

'When the practice of one task has a facilitating effect on the learning or performance of another.'

negative effect Transfer of training

positive transfer retroactive facilitation

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Transfer of training refers to the effects that practice on one task has on the learning or

performance of another task. I am sure that most of you will have experienced this, to some extent,

during your lives. Pat Jennings, the former North Ireland, Tottenham and Arsenal goalkeeper played

Gaelic Football at school Practicing catching the ball in Gaelic was  transferred to professional soccer.

In line 3 ' It' refer to which word in the passage.                                  

 Scope resource deployment

Distinctive competence organization

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The components of strategy

In general, a well-conceived strategy addresses three areas: distinctive competence is

something the organization does exceptionally well. The Limited, a large clothing chain. Stresses its

distinctive competence of speed in moving inventory. It tracks consumer preferences daily with point-

of- sale computers, electronically transmits orders to suppliers in Hong Kong, charters 747s to fly

products to the United States, and has products in stores forty – eight hours later.  Since other

retailers take weeks or sometimes months to accomplish the same thing, The limited relies on this

Which word is synonym of ' concept'? 

generate      target                     

Ideal           draw

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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In this text, the author implies that .................. 

 

the limited is a successful supplier there are many consumer preferences

point – of- sale computers are useful charter 747s fly products to the USA

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The ability to sense a shift in the relationship of the body parts that alters one a balance is

required for efficient stability. The ability to compensate rapidly and accurately for these changes

with appropriate movements is also essential. These compensatory movements should ensure

maintenance of balance, but they should not be overdone. They should be made with only those

parts of body required for balance rather than with the entire body. Children stability ability should

be flexible so that they may make all types of movements under all sorts of conditions and still

which parts of the body should be involved in compensatory movements? 

all parts under all sorts of conditions the entire body

those parts required for balance controlling parts of the body

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

the main idea of paragraph is ..........

How to compensate the change in relationship of body parts

Compensatory movements should not be overdone

The ways children can maintain their stability ability

How to maintain relationship to the force of gravity

30-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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